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TWITTER TAKEOVER:
Welcome to the reins of the @embl twitter account @Mariana_RPAlves. EMBL predoc Mariana is just one of the EMBLers who will be at #LiNo18, starting on Sunday and she'll be tweeting here. It's a LindauTakeover!
For the 68th year, Lindau opens its gates to @lindaunobel. Before its start tomorrow, what would you like to know about the #LiNo18 meeting? I'll be happy to answer 😊 Stay tuned for the first festivities, beginning already tonight... #LindauTakeover
The Federal Minister of Education and Research welcomes young scientists, nobel laureates and other attendees invited to the Summer Festival of Science @lindaunobel. @ina_huppertz and I are delighted to be here and will update you throughout the night. #LiNo18 #LindauTakeover
Lovely dinner @lindaunobel with Martin Chalfie, from @Columbia, chatting about several themes including @EspeSpalding, @biorxivpreprint journal clubs (@NIHDirector) and the benefits of not telling your boss about your experiments! #JustDoIt #LiNo18 #LindauTakeover
Chalfie told us at #LiNo18 about Otto Loewi, who had his experiment idea while dreaming. To not forget it after waking up, he went straight to the lab to do it. Ina and I imagined if we’d have to climb up the forest to @embl at dawn...But he got the @NobelPrize! #LindauTakeover

Donor Heart
1. Stimulate Vagus
2. Heart rate slows

Recipient Heart
3. Remove fluid sample
4. Add fluid to recipient heart
5. Heart rate slows

Ina Huppertz
Figure from doi:10.14704/nq.2010.8.3.332

Mostrar esta sequência
And with fireworks ends the first night of the wonderful week to come @lindaunobel #LiNo18. Delightful evening event hosted by @AnjaKarliczek and @BMBF_Bund. LindauTakeover
Day 1 of LiNo18. After registration and getting my @lindaunobel bag, a swim in Konstanz Lake with @LaraUrban42 at @RomerbadLindau 😎🙌 before the opening festivities start 🏊‍♂️ #LindauTakeover
EMBL • @embl • 24 de jun

“We have to stress the value of science as a reliable anchor in a turbulent world. The goal must be to bring this value closer to the wider public as well as to political decision makers.” Countess Bettina Bernadotte, President of the @lindaunobel Council #LINO18 #LindauTakeover
"Our world needs dialogue. Across borders. Scientists need to come out their desks and communicate with society. Only then we will regain society’s trust in a populist post-truth era." Education & Research Minister @AnjaKarliczek at @lindaunobel LINO18 LindauTakeover
Elizabeth Blackburn @salkinstitute calls for a "@lindaunobel Agreement for Internationally Cooperative and Sustainable Research" and underlines the importance of making sharing our science a priority to benefit all of humanity. #LIN018 #LindauTakeover
4/7 Lindau EMBLers getting ready to the #LiNo18 @lindaunobel opening concert. 😊 We are seated next to Michael Levitt @Stanford, who remembers joyfully his first visit to Heidelberg in the 70s 😋 #LindauTakeover
Tomorrow Michael Rosbash and Michael Young, awarded the @NobelPrize for their research on the inner clock, will kick off the scientific programme with their lectures. Did you know #LNi18 is their first time at @lindaunobel? Stay tuned to the #LindauTakeover to know more!

### Monday, 25 June

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Partner Breakfast</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dedicated to China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>facilitated by McKinsey &amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Company, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Rosbash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Blackburn &amp; Chalfie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doherty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Lindahl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Shechtman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:50</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Moser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Chu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A great start to #LiNo18 @lindaunobel, with Michael Rosbash @HHMINEWS @BrandeisUniver highlighting Drosophila, winner of 5 @NobelPrize. I just started using this model 1 year ago and am a very big fan 😍 输入Tweet

Fifth Nobel Prize for the Fruit Fly

- Til Morgan – first genetic map
- Herman Muller – X-rays are mutagenic
- Nealon Vizzard, Washburn, Lewis – Identification of Conserved Developmental and Signaling Pathways
- Jules Hoffmann – innate immunity
Kicking-off the new format in #LiNo18, so-called Agora Talks in which laureates respond to audience questions. Blackburn & Chalfie @lindaunobel talk about gender and misconduct in STEM, @biorxivpreprint, sharing science universally + advice for postdoc applicants!#LindauTakeover

The report's findings:

1. Sexism in science is common.
2. Women of color and LGBTQ people are more likely to be harassed.
3. The most common form of harassment in academia? Gender jokes and comments that make women feel excluded.
4. Sexual harassment in STEM can hurt women's careers — it damps their contributions to science.
Steven Chu: "You need to back people, if you 2nd guess good people, they leave"; "Attempt innovation at higher frequency"; "Science needs to be social" - @lindaunobel young scientists engage in extensive discussions w/ the laureates @ #LNO18 Open Exchanges. #LindauTakeover
The #LINO18 International Get-Together, hosted by China, was a blast! Very pleasant dinner with the Lindahl’s (@TheCrick) for our table, followed by a @lindaunobel party, which was lit! Off to 🛏️ for tomorrow’s early breakfast session! Keep tuned in! #LindauTakeover
Thread Breakfast session @lindaunobel with @peekAndrew @peekteam (changing the world, one blind person at the time) @LSHTM & Prof. Aaron Ciechanover (@TechnionT3). #LINO18 #LindauTakeover
Prof. Ciechanover: "You need to consider the whole world. There are so many issues to solve. How to go about them? 1 word: Education. And I don't mean @NobelPrize, I don't mean PhDs, I am talking about educating children and breaking the poverty cycle" #LindauTakeover

"Scientists need to talk with the society. And talk with the society in their language. We can't sit in ivory towers. We should take the responsibility. The head collision between science & society is very dangerous." Prof. Ciechanover 🍊🍊🍊 #LindauTakeover
EMBL @embl · 26 de jun

#PeekAndrew "We all have a voice because we are here. It is our decision to use it to further our own purposes or use it for society" ; "@peekteam was a side project at the time, keep investing in your side projects!"
#LindauTakeover

EMBL @embl · 26 de jun

"The moment a plane takes off from the runway is when it hits its maximum resistance. Whatever you are going through, you might be about to take off"; "Absolute clarity on the purpose of what you're doing, everything will serve that" #PeekAndrew #ThreadEnd #LindauTakeover
"Food choice is a luxury of the rich people. Non-GMO is a Western indulgence of the rich. It doesn't work for the poor in Africa." Nobel Laureate Campaign Supporting GMOs by Sir Richard Roberts, for the benefit of mankind. @lindaunobel #LINO18 #LindauTakeover
EMBL • @embl • 26 de jun
Microbial Drug Resistance @lindaunobel with Sir John E. Walker:
@ina_huppertz mentions the EMBL study by Bork, Patil, Typas & Zeller groups about the effect of non antibiotic drugs on the microbiome. #LINO18
#LindauTakeover

Ina Huppertz
EMBL - 26 de jun
@LaraUrban42 met Sir Richard Roberts in one of the coffee breaks 🥰
EMBL @embl · 26 de jun
About to go live @lindaunobel’s facebook with @sciencecomedian
#LindauTakeover

Traduzir Tweet

Mostrar esta sequência
"Organic food is also genetically modified, but through traditional breeding...GMO-free labels are part of the problem"; Another great Open Exchange @lindaunobel, with Sir Richard J. Roberts, fan of open access who admitted to think @Sci_Hub is good! #LiNo18 #LindauTakeover
EMBL @embl · 26 de jun

If you are curious, check it out here: facebook.com/LindauNobelAU...
To finish this day, an Academic dinner by the Dieter Schwarz Foundation with the students supported by them to come to @lindaunobel. Lovely dinner and amazing opportunity provided by this fund. Tomorrow, another early start with a science breakfast! #LINO18 #LindauTakeover
Yesterday night I met Sagar Bohgaraju, who will start his new group at EMBL Grenoble in October! So I guess we are 8 EMBL'ers young scientists at @lindaunobel and not 7 😎 #LINO18 #LindauTakeover
EMBL @embl - 27 de jun
You can find videos of all #LINO18 lectures and discussions at @lindaunobel's mediatheque: mediatheque.lindau-nobel.org #LindauTakeover
Met with @Dey_Gautam, a fellow member of the @preLights community! Advancing science by highlighting @biorxiv preprints. There is a lot of preprint talk in @lindaunobel #LiNo18 #LindauTakeover
Buffalo worm chocolate anyone? Future food at #LINO18. @lindaunobel trying to break food misconceptions #LindauTakeover
EMBL • @embl • 27 de jun

#LINO18 @lindaunobel Publish or Perish Session. Promising Panel: @SpringerNature CEO Daniel Ropers, @EMBO director and EMBL Group Leader @mleptin, Randy Schekman (@NobelPrize, @eLife Founder), Young Scientist @amylasenz and Harold E. Varmus (@NobelPrize). #LindauTakeover

Traduzir Tweet
EMBL 🗣️@embl · 27 de jun

Very heated discussion regarding publications @lindaunobel. Leptin, Schekman and Varmus remind young scientists that WE, the scientific community, have to take responsibility for the changes in publishing practices. #LindauTakeover #LINO18

EMBL 🗣️@embl · 27 de jun

@mleptin reminds young scientists that reputation should be equated with journal practices and not impact factors. Important reminder to choose journals w/ transparent practices & take the publishing process 1 step further to better suit the scientific community #LindauTakeover
Great discussion panel. Final messages: “Go for quality, not for glamour” @mleptin. “I want to reassure trainees and young scientists, don’t believe in the talks that you won’t get a job if you don’t rush into glamour papers” Varmus; Check out @DORAssessment! #LindauTakeover
Met with frequent @HLForum attendee Leslie G. Valiant, awarded with the 2010 ACMAMTuringAward. His talk @lindaunobel is entitled "Biology as Computation" and is happening right now! #LINO18 #LindauTakeover
Incredible start to today’s #LINO18 line-up: Ada Yonath @WeizmannScience gave an amazing talk. Finished her @lindaunobel lecture with the note that her granddaughter “Best Grandma Prize” was more dear to her than the @NobelPrize. #HumanValues LindauTakeover
Avram Hershko sharing with young scientists @lindaunobel his life path and lessons he learned from it, thus far (for those, check the picture). Only 2 days left of #LINO18! #LindauTakeover
“Nothing is wasted, nothing is in vain. The seas roll over but the rocks remain.” Before paying a beautiful tribute to his collaborators, Torsten Wiesel quotes A. P. Herbert to inspire @lindaunobel young scientists to preserve & chase their questions. #LINO18 #LindauTakeover
Do you know how a ribosome works? Check the video below! Ada Yonath @WeizmannScience is praised by young scientists in her @lindaunobel Open Exchange regarding her clear teaching skills. She incentivizes young scientists to teach. #LiNo18 #LindauTakeover
@LaraUrban42 highlights from this session: "You ask for advice for young scientists? I have an advice, but only one: Don't look for advice." Ada Yonath
Laureate Lunches, Walks and Coffee breaks - check out the pictures with some of our @embl @lindaunobel participants! #LiNo18 #LindauTakeover
EMBL 🌍 @embl · 29 de jun
Amazing early start to the last day of @lindaunobel #LINO18: boat trip to Mainau Island. LindauTakeover

Traduzir Tweet
EMBL @embl · 29 de jun
The last Panel Discussion of @lindaunobel #LiNo18 will explore where the scientific community stands today in its fight against a "post-factual" world. Which strategies worked, which did not, and what needs to be done for the future? #LindauTakeover

Traduzir Tweet
"We should also talk about digital communities. All of us can help disseminate good information, for example on twitter. And use visuals, people relate to what they can see." says Peter Doherty @lindaunobel #LiNo18's last panel discussion. #LindauTakeover
@sciencecomedian says that he likes to humanise scientists in his interviews. "We could get more trust from society if they knew how human scientists are". @lindaunobel #LiNo18 #LindauTakeover

Torsten Wiesel reminds young scientists that science won the battle on ozone layer policies and regulations before, and we should maybe study what we did right that time that we are not doing now to combat the current post-truth era. @lindaunobel #LiNo18 #LindauTakeover
EMBL @embl · 29 de jun

After the Science Picnic in @mainau, time to enjoy the Butterfly House 🦋🦋, an amazing display of nature 🦋🦋! @lindaunobel getting close to an end... #LINO18 #LindauTakeover
A huge thank you to the @lindaunobel for all the aspects that took to put #LINO18 together. "Working for the benefit of mankind." #LindauTakeover
After saying goodbye to beautiful @mainau, the #LiNo18 laureates received a standing ovation from the young scientists. Time to return to Lindau and soon to EMBL. Each of us is taking different thoughts home from @lindaunobel, about the way we do science. #LindauTakeover
And so the @lindaunobel #LiNo18 ends. "Educate. Inspire. Connect." Reflects both the past week and the responsibility we all take on to the future. It was a pleasure to be updating you, now I return to my lab bench 😞’ét and fan follower of this page 🧟. #LindauTakeover
3712 views
13 comments
16 share
52 likes
Special thanks to all the people who made possible the #LindauTakeover 2018:

- Laura Howes
- EMBLers at Lindau 2018